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Particularly Cats by Doris Lessing
www.dorislessing.org/particularlycats.html
Mrs. Lessing holds the view that a good part of human behaviour, much more than it is
flattering to believe, is no more evolved than cat behaviour - which gives us the clue to
this book - casual, informal, and indeed, gossipy, about animals and people.

American Edition · Particularly Cats... and Rufus

Cat Stories - On Cats by Doris Lessing | THE GREAT CAT
https://thegreatcat.org/cat-stories-cats-doris-lessing
Excerpts from On Cats by Doris Lessing:"What luxury a cat is, the moments of shocking
and startling pleasure in a day, the feel of the beast, the soft sleek
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Goodreads 3.9/5
Amazon 3.8/5

On Cats
Book by Doris Lessing

Look inside

Doris Lessing's love
affair with cats began at
a young age, when she
became intrigued with

the semiferal creatâ€¦

Author: Doris Lessing

Number of pages: 256

Genre: Non-fiction

Get the book
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On Cats by Doris Lessing
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/4794097-on-cats
Doris Lessing's keen look at the relationships cats enjoy with each other and with us.
While Lessing may anthropomorphize feline emotions and motivations, I would hazard
most cat owners would view her musings as spot on while at the same time bring a
knowing smirk to their lips.

On Cats: Doris Lessing: 9780061672248: Amazon.com:
â€¦
www.amazon.com › â€¦ › Biographies & Memoirs › Arts & Literature
By writing on cats Lessing has really written a book about life: this is as much a book
about the relationships between cats as it is about cats and humans, about death,
friendships, kittens and the passing of time - Very recommendable.

Classic Cat Books Series: On Cats by Doris Lessing - The
...
https://consciouscat.net/.../classic-cat-series-doris-lessing-on-cats
I discovered Doris Lessingâ€™s novels in the 1980â€™s and I did what I tend to do
when I like an author: I read everything they ever wrote. Of course, I was delighted when I
realized that Lessing was a cat lover. On Cats is available from Amazon in a variety of
formats.

Cats in the 20th Century (Cats in Literature-Doris Lessing
...
https://thegreatcat.org/cats-20th-century-cats-literature-doris...
Cats in the 20th Century (Cats in Literature-Doris Lessing) January 2, 2015 By LA Vocelle
Leave a Comment The noble prize winning author Doris Lessing was influenced by her
deep relationships with cats.

On Cats by Doris Lessing
www.dorislessing.org/oncats.html
Consisting of the celebrated collection of stories, Particularly Cats and Rufus the
Survivor, and the memoir, The Old Age of El Magnifico, this book brilliantly evokes the
subtleties of feline existence.

On Cats by Doris Lessing, Hardcover | Barnes & Noble®
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/on-cats-doris-lessing/1102261997
On Cats is a celebrated classic, a memoir in which we meet the cats that have slunk and
bullied and charmed their way into Doris Lessing's life. She tells their storiesâ€”their
exploits, rivalries, terrors, affections, ancient gestures, and learned behaviorsâ€”with vivid
simplicity. And she tells the story of herself in relation to cats: the ...

Particularly Cats by Doris Lessing - Goodreads
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/553733.Particularly_Cats
Doris Lessing recounts the cats that have moved and amused her, from the kittens that
overran her childhood home to the wrenching decline of El Magnifico, whose story unfolds
in a new essay, appearing here for the first time."Particularly Cats

Doris Lessing - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doris_Lessig
Doris May Lessing CH was a British novelist, poet, playwright, librettist, biographer and
short story writer. She was born to British parents in Iran, where she lived until 1925. Her
family then moved to Southern Rhodesia, where she remained until moving in 1949 to
London, England. Her novels include The Grass Is Singing, the sequence of five â€¦

Life · Fiction · Doris Lessing Society · Archives · Awards · List of works

Particularly Cats ... And Rufus: Doris Lessing ...
www.amazon.com › â€¦ › Biographies & Memoirs › Arts & Literature
Particularly Cats ... And Rufus [Doris Lessing] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. The distinguished novelist reveals her life among the felines in portraits
of the cats that she has known

On Cats Doris Lessing at Amazon® | Shop Books
Ad · www.amazon.com/books
Free 2-Day Shipping with Amazon Prime. Low Prices on Millions of Books.

Barnes and Noble
Buy

Customer reviews
 Jul 22, 2017

Really liked, although did not always agree
with, the author's take on cats. Enjoyable
reading, especially for a cat lover.

Read more Customer Reviews at
Amazon.com
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